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The GrowSpan Roll-Up Low Pro Tunnel Advantage:

The GrowSpan Roll-Up Low Pro Tunnel utilizes an innovative, low-profile design that allows growers to quickly ventilate crops 
by rolling the cover into the roof’s peak or protect and blackout crops by deploying the cover - all with a simple twist of the wrist. 
The tunnel is an economical growing solution, and, when outfitted with a blackout cover, the Low Pro can provide complete light 
deprivation, enabling growers to control the flowering cycle.

Extend growing seasons and get to market earlier - Start 
growing earlier, harvest later.

Multiple cover options - Create an ideal environment with  
6 mil clear greenhouse film or 6 oz. black/silver covers for  
blackout purposes.

Durable construction - Built from 14-gauge, USA-made,  
triple-galvanized structural steel.

Total light deprivation - Control cycles and when crops  
are harvested.

Easy operation - Just one grower can retract or deploy the cover.

End panels - Feature a zippered center for easy access.

Heavy-duty ground posts included.

Compact design - 5’ peak with 32” clearance on the sides.

provides ventilation or total darkness in seconds
Growspan roll-up low pro tunnel
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Exceptional service - With experienced specialists.

Turnkey and custom solutions - For any growing need.

In-house design and installation services.

Support and guidance - Before and after purchase.

Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) schools, 
videos and literature.

our customers
will experience

accessories
Convenient one-stop shop for all your  
greenhouses, accessories, controls and more:

Dyersville, Iowa Manufacturing Facility

Hydroponics systems
Fertigation systems
Evaporative cooling
Vent kits
Shade systems
Light depravation kits
Polycarbonate and film

Benches and shelving
Thermostats
Environmental controls 
CO2 generators
Grow lights
Energy-Efficient Heaters
Energy-Efficient Fans

Since 1979, Growers Supply has provided the highest-quality 
products at the most economical prices to the growing and 
agriculture industry. We manufacture our high tunnels in-house, 
assuring that you get a high tunnel of the finest quality, and we pride 
ourselves on offering superior customer service. Our experienced 
growing and greenhouse specialists are highly trained and can help 
you determine the high tunnel that best suits your needs.
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